
The advanced engagement tool that increase leads 
and lets you sell more to your clients! 
Industry Rockstar’s All-In-One, AI powered Sales & Marketing Platform 
empowers your Digital Transformation to effortlessly scale your business and 
engage with all your customers at a fraction of the cost.
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THEY TRUSTED US WITH THEIR BRAND



Imagine all this sales automation 
power for only $87 a month
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All Industry Rockstar CRM features are accessed via our 
app dashboard and tasks, such as SMS messaging, 
conversation nurturing, and appointment booking can be 
completely automated.

More Freedom 
For Better Results!
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Experience a revolutionary All-In-One Solution that not only 
consolidates multiple platforms and software but elevates 
your business operations with integrated AI workflows. 

Say goodbye to the cluttered tech stack and excessive costs 
as you harness unlimited sales funnels, web-building tools, 
SMS and calling capabilities, appointment booking, and 
robust workflow and pipeline management – all within a 
single platform. 

These AI-infused workflows are your guides to best 
practices, supercharging productivity, and delivering 
exceptional results and sales.

Now includes Ai Workflows!

Multiply your productivity 
with our library of AI 
Workflows
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Keep your clients longer!
With Industry Rockstar’s  all-in-one Marketing & Sales platform, you can 
keep your tools in one place (while saving a fortune) and streamline your 
entire delivery process to focus on keeping your clients happy.

Your Sales Engine!
Capture
Capture leads using 
our landing pages, 
surveys, forms, 
calendars, inbound 
phone system & 
more!

Nurture
Automatically 
message leads via 
voicemail, forced 
calls, SMS, emails, FB 
Messenger & more!

Offer
Use our built in tools 
to collect payments, 
schedule 
appointments, and 
track analytics!
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All in one solution for Sales, Marketing & Operations

All the tools you need in one platform 
without having to "duct-tape" multiple 
platforms together.



Integrations
Our all-inclusive marketing solution allows you to use your 
applications without being constrained, but you can also replace 
all these applications with Industry Rockstar CRM!

WordPress Mailchimp PayPal

Calendly Pipedrive Active Campaign

Kajabi Leadpages Jotform

Teachable Typeform Call Tracking 
Metrics

Wix SurveyGizmo Squarespace

...and many more.
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Keep your favorite applications and utilize 
Industry Rockstar’s CRM to centralize your 
operation from one dashboard, to transmit 
data via webhooks and link applications. 
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Save up to $6K/Mo 
with all your digital transformation tools 
accessible from one platform

FEATURES REPLACES OTHER TOOLS

$6,972 / MoOVERALL PRICE UP TO



How we work together
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CRM Integration The platform offers a Customer Relationship Management system that helps track 
customer information, interactions, and leads seamlessly.

Sales Funnels Easily create and manage sales funnels, landing pages, and websites without needing 
separate software or extensive coding knowledge.

Marketing Automation Automated email and SMS campaigns ensure that leads are nurtured, reducing the 
chance of missed opportunities

AI Integrations

AI Workflows These AI-infused workflows are your guides to best practices, supercharging 
productivity, and delivering exceptional results and sales.

Reputation Management Helps businesses capture and showcase customer reviews, improving online 
reputation

Two-Way SMS 
Messaging

Streamlined communication with clients through SMS, email, and other channels, all 
from one platform

Appointment Booking Integrated calendar and booking system allowing clients to schedule appointments 
and services without hassle

Membership Sites Create and manage membership sites, to generate a new avenue for recurring revenue

Integrations Seamlessly connects with many other tools and platforms you are currently using

Trigger-Based Actions Set up specific triggers (like a lead visiting a webpage or opening an email) to 
automatically initiate tailored follow-up actions, optimizing conversions

Reporting & Analytics Comprehensive tracking and reporting tools allow businesses to monitor their 
marketing and sales performance, refining their strategies for better results

Calendar You can set up and manage all appointments and bookings from the IR/CRM platform

Opportunities The Opportunities tab provides a default view of all your leads or opportunities

Social Planner Lets you schedule social media content and posts in one centralized dashboard. 

GBM Call Tracking Google My Business (GMB) allows for two phone numbers, which creates an excellent 
opportunity to track calls generated from GMB listings without any risk for SEO

Forms & Surveys IR/CRM empowers you to create unlimited polls, surveys, and forms 

Invoices Send out invoices to your clients and track all incoming and outgoing expenses 

SMS & Email Templates User-friendly tools for crafting and executing effective email campaigns. 

Appointment Booking Book, chedue and track all your (amd team) appointments in one place.

Proposals & Estimates Allow users to craft detailed outlines of services or generate succinct cost agreements

Affiliate Marketing This powerful feature allows you to expand revenue by teaming up with companies 
who promote and sell your products or services

Websites & Landing 
Pages

Quickly create stunning websites and landing pages with the intelligent drag-and-drop 
tool

Blogs The easy-to-use feature allows you to focus on content marketing, SEO optimization 
and more.

essential

Our Essential plan, priced at $87/month, provides full access to all the features of marketing software. It includes a single 
account and 2 subaccounts, making it ideal for solo entrepreneurs and emerging digital marketing agencies. This package allows 
you to incorporate IR/CRM in your business, serving as your scaling foundation. 
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IR Powered Up is a comprehensive package includes the the power of 
impactful web design and landing pages, backed by two decades of world-
class branding expertise. Here's what you'll get:

Tailored Landing Pages: We'll craft one personalized landing pages 
designed to captivate your audience and drive results.

Engaging Website: Receive a two-page website that showcases your brand 
and services with sophistication and style.

Email & SMS Templates: Benefit from one professionally designed email 
template and one SMS template to streamline your communication.

CRM Setup: Our experts will handle the full setup of your CRM, ensuring it's 
optimized for your specific needs and objectives.

With our package, you'll have a powerful online presence and a CRM system 
finely tuned to boost your efficiency and effectiveness. Let us transform 
your digital footprint while you focus on what you do best.

IR CRM Powered Up comes with a full platform setup and 
Done For You Website, Landing Page and Email 
Campaign

Includes all Industry Rockstar CRM Essential Features

powered up
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Dynamic Landing Pages: You'll receive five meticulously tailored landing 
pages, each optimized to convert visitors into customers.

Impressive Website: Enjoy a five-page website that not only looks stunning 
but also functions seamlessly to represent your brand effectively.

Engaging Email Templates: Access three professionally crafted email 
templates to enhance your email marketing campaigns.

SMS Marketing: We provide two SMS templates, making it easy for you to 
connect with your audience via text messaging.

Facebook Campaign Management: Let us handle your Facebook 
campaigns, ensuring they reach the right audience and deliver results.

Social Planner: Stay organized and on top of your social media game with 
our social planner tool.

Webchat Implementation: Enhance customer engagement by 
implementing a webchat feature on your website.

Membership Setup: We'll create a membership system tailored to your 
needs, making it easier for you to manage and engage with your members.

Account Setup: Our experts will take care of all the account setup details, 
ensuring a smooth transition to these new tools and resources.

Our comprehensive DFY package is designed 
to supercharge your online presence and 
marketing efforts. 
Here's what's included:

With our DFY package, you'll have a powerful suite of tools and services at 
your disposal, allowing you to focus on what matters most—growing your 
business and connecting with your audience.

Includes all Industry Rockstar CRM Essential Features
premium
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Why it’s all upside for you 13



You want more of what you 
love to do and offer more

You want to sell more to grow 
and expand

You want to work less hours 
with more output

You want to build a scalable model to 
increase your reach and revenue

MORE EASE WITH EVERY 
CAMPAIGN

What you achieve with IR/CRM

MORE LEADS & SALES MORE PRODUCTIVITYMORE TIME FOR 
WHAT IS IMPORTANT

1 2 3 4 14



SHOULDABEENS
You are present in multiple locations 
but facing big boy competition, but 

lack the tools to do it right 

THE START-UP
You had an amazing start and 
now you need to leverage your 

wins and scale up 

PLATEAUED 
You have been stuck at the same 

place for a while and you just 
know you could do way better

UP & DOWNER
You have a high turnover but 

lack the systems to really enjoy 
economies of scale

Where we make a difference
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How we get you started
Here is how both of our teams will work together. 

Strategy Session Build out the SystemTeam Intro Call Training Doors Open
Identify needs and map out 

system blueprint to fulfil your 
objectives

Identify roles and system 
presentation to your team 
and how we work together

DFY system setup so you can 
hit the road running and 

effortlessly automate tasks

1:1 and group training 
sessions to leverage all 

platform features 

Reach all your clients through 
a multitude of channels to 

create a deeper engagement
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Done For You Services 17
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The Expert package is a comprehensive solution that combines 
impactful web design and landing pages with two decades of 
branding expertise. 

It includes 

● 2x Personalized Landing Pages

● 1x  Fully Branded 2-Page Website
● 1x Professionally Designed Email Template 

● 1x  SMS Template

● Expert full CRM setup tailored to your needs

This package empowers you with a compelling online presence 
and an optimized CRM system to enhance your efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

Trust us to elevate your digital footprint while you concentrate 
on your core strengths.

What’s included in your Expert Plan
Our comprehensive Done For You (DFY) package is designed to 
turbocharge your online presence and marketing efforts. 

Included are 

● 3x Tailored Landing Pages for Optimal Visitor Conversion

● 1x 5-Page Website that Combines Stunning Aesthetics with 
Effective Functionality 

● 3x Professionally Crafted Email Templates to Boost Your Email 
Marketing Campaigns

● 2x SMS Templates for Easy Audience Connection

● Expert Management of Your Facebook Campaigns for Targeted 
Results

● A convenient social planner tool, 

● Webchat implementation for improved customer engagement, 

● Expert full CRM setup tailored to your needs

With our DFY package, you gain access to a powerful suite of tools and 
services, allowing you to prioritize business growth and audience 
engagement.

What’s included in your Premium Plan
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Our comprehensive offerings include a wide selection of professionally 
crafted templates for various purposes.

From meticulously designed funnels and websites to eye-catching email 
and SMS templates, we have your digital needs covered. 

Our dedicated creative team is poised to deliver exceptional web and 
landing page designs, ensuring a visually stunning online presence. 

The following pages feature curated showcase of some of our 
exemplary work, highlighting the remarkable results we've achieved for 
our valued clients.
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D E T A I L E D  P L A N  I N C L U S I O N S
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Without a system, the System wins… 
Gain your freedom through automation


